In the beginning God… Although the first sentence as stated in the Holy Bible goes
beyond these four words, rest for a moment on just these for they contain a powerful
and simple truth. “In the beginning” there was God! In Hebrew the word beginning
means the first (in place, time, order or rank). It also means first with regard to dignity
and first of its kind with regard to time. Dignity is defined as formal or serious conduct
or manner, worthiness, high rank or title. So in essence, not only is Elohim the Source of
all things created, Yehweh God is the Source of all that is; for nothing exists that was not
made by Him (Colossians 1:16). Through Him is the beginning of time, space and
substance for within Him was formed the thought and purpose for all things created to
function according to the place and order with which He spoke it into existence. This
includes all things visible and invisible, seen and unseen. When each of us was brought
forth in our beginnings, it was for the purpose God had in His mind before the
foundation of the world (Ephesians 1:4). He saw and said it was very good for all that
He created (Genesis 1). That means in spite of how others may see us, how many lies or
distortions of Truth have been told to us, our beginning was and is in God – made in His
image and His likeness. He knows who we are and who He created us to be. Whenever
you’re in doubt about your worth, whenever you cannot see your purpose beyond the
heat of adversity, afflictions or circumstances, ask Him to take you back to “in the
beginning” so you can dream again, for “in the beginning” He took that which was void,
empty and without tangible evidence of purpose and created it into that which is very
good.

